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Features:?Durable and Non-Deformation?This inflatable gymnastic mat is made of 500D Filament Grade and high-quality PVC tarpaulin, better
air-tightness and durability since reinforcement are made for all seams. It's extremely safe when you using it because this mat is leak-free.
?Space-Saving and Portable?It has two straps on each side which make it easy for carrying. And when the air is released, it can be deflated to a
small volume that allows users to stow it away conveniently without taking too much space. ?Four D-Shaped Rings for Connection?Each of the
four corners has a D ring that can be used for several product to link up by tapes. With the tape firmly attached several mats, you can safely
enjoy a larger space for exercise. ?Easy to use?Easily inflate or deflate this mat using the foot pump provided for you convenience, it only takes
several minutes. ?Wide Application?This inflatable mat can be used on gym, fitness club, training center, school or garden, and it's waterproof
so it also can be placed on the pool or sea. You can use it to do gymnastics, exercise or rest on the water. Description:Safe and easy for
beginner gymnasts. Competitions for all levels of tumbling. Water-proof and good airtight. Specification:Brand: no Model: no Color: blue, pink
Material: PVC Max Pressure: 10 PSI / 0.7 BAR Voltage: 100-120V Plug: US Item size: approx.90*300*10CM Package size: approx.52*29*38CM
Package Includes:1x Inflatable Gym Mat 1x Air Pump 1x Instruction Please Kindly Note:Please allow 1-3cm error due to manual measurement
and make sure you do not mind before ordering. The color of the actual items may slightly vary from the above images due to different computer
screen, thanks for your understanding. 

Rating: Not Rated Yet 
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Price 
146,90 €

Discount -31,00 €

Ask a question about this product 

ManufacturerFeel 

Description Repetitive training for the advanced gymnasts.With air pump, easy to set up.It just takes 5-6 minutes to Inflate/deflate the training
mat and could store and move to anywhere.The Air Floor can be placed on the gym floor, the artistic gymnastics floor, in high-performance
training, gymnastic exercises, dance clubs, fitness clubs, schools, leisure centers, home entertainment, gymnasium, professional training, park
or rental business.Also, it could be used on backyard, grass land, beach or water. 

Reviews

There are yet no reviews for this product. 
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